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Welcome to the 2019/20 Pehrson’s Candles catalogue.
Throughout, we hope to give you inspiration on the many

different ways your business can benefit from our candles

Whether you are a new or valued returning customer, 
we look forward to hearing from you soon.
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Environmental Impact
In order to produce the highest quality candles, all our candles are made 
from 100% raw material. We do not use any palm oil in our products. We 
take pride in the environmental qualifications of our candles.

Our candles are produced in Sweden and have been awarded The 
Nordic Swan Ecolabel. This eco label demonstrates our commitment to 
producing a product that helps to reduce the impact on the environment 
from production/consumption of goods, continuously moving us towards a 
sustainable future.
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Who we work with
We already supply a number of prestigious establishments including:

 - Religious establishments
 - Schools and universities
 - Restaurants

 - Private clubs
 - Wedding venues
 - Private houses 

 - Celebration/event organizations
 - Universities

 - Spas 
 - Country Houses

All of our Stearin candles are

Non Soot
Non Smoke
Non Drip

The image on the right clearly demonstrates a stearin candle 
impact on a marble fire place versus a standard paraffin wax 
candle on the left in the same burn time.

This is why we recommend you burn stearin candles, to protect 
your property and valuables.
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Dimensions: 20 x 200mm

The Kanal candles are perfect for the establishment that needs a candle 
that does not drip, soot or smoke and burns with a bright flame.

Kanalljus

The Kanalljus is an innovative candle that has channels cut down 
the center of the candle. This allows warm wax to flow down into 
the channels and have a completely drip free candle.

161808
KANALLJUS 12 PACK

63306
KANALLJUS 4 PACK

161805
KANALLJUS 30 PACK
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Dimensions: 20 x 200mm

Kronljus

A candle for every occasion in a wide variety of colours.

63027
KRONLJUS 4/8 PACK

63097
KRONLJUS 30/50 PACK

Colours avaible
(8 pack only)

63036

63018

63024

63017

63020

6304663027
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Christina Antikljus

Christina Antikljus come in packs of 8 in a range of  
colours to suit any occasion or establishment.

Colours avaible

21x255mm

63197

63194

63193

63104

63121

63192

63114

6319863119
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Gilleljus

Our pillar candles can be found in many hotels, homes, churches 
and Universities across the country. Available in a range of sizes 
and styles.

17700

52 x 200mm
63366

50 x 350mm
63303

51 x 120mm

17733 

52 x 200mm
358-229006-10

50 x 275mm
63302

51 x 120mm
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Blockljus

Blockljus are our larger pillar candles for a longer burn time.

69109
68x100mm

69422
68x150mm

63460
58x130mm
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Tealights

Our tealights come in packs of 50 and 100

They burn for 6 hours and create the perfect atmosphere in any 

home or business.

63426
VARMELJUS 50 PACK

63420
VARMELJUS 100 PACK
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Classic Collection

Our classic collection offers candles for every use, all made from 
high quality stearin.

17400 4 PACK

13 x 215mm
63305 20 PACK

12 x 110mm
63304 20 PACK

12 x 110mm
161300 2 PACK

38 x 110mm

4 PACK

19 x 185mm
63307 4 PACK

22 x 135mm
160304 4 PACK

19 x 180mm
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Paraffin Church candles 

As an alternative to our stearin candles we have a selection of 
paraffin wax church candles that are ideal for every occasion or a 
special event, coming in a wide range of sizes.

CC35 - 50x300mm CC24 - 40x400mm CC31 - 70x100mm CC37 - 50x500mm

CC66 - 80x80mm CC36 - 50x400mm CC52 - 70x130mm CC63 - 80x180mm

CC44 - 60x300mm CC62 - 80x150mm CC02 - 22x250mm
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Sherwood Candles

Traditionally manufactured for candelabras the original Sherwood, 
self-fitting ambient dinner candles are made with a unique fitting 
on the base to be able to go into most candle holders. Available 
in 4 colours, and two sizes (10” and 12”).

SHIV10
SHIV12

SHR10
SHR12

SHW10
SHW12

SHB10
SHB12
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Bulk dinner

10” paraffin dinner candles available in boxes of 100. 

Bulk paraffin tea lights

Available in boxes of 75 or 100. 

PTL/100

Colours avaible

BU/100O/100 G/100 BL/100

R/100

DKG/100

C/100Y/100W/100B/100

PTL/75



Pehrsons Candles Limited
Unit 15 Shipston Business Village
Tilemans Lane
Shipston on Stour
CV36 4FF

T: 01676 535 945
E: sales@pehrsons-candles.co.uk
W: www.pehrsons-candles.co.uk


